CONTROL OF LARGE GRAPHICS DATA SET VISUALIZATION USING SCRIPT LANGUAGE
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes certain area of scripting languages application in visualization process. The focus is on 3D geometric transformations. Algorithm of 3D object rotation is present in more detail and resulting real time implementation in Ruby is demonstrated. Integration into existing VR system for immersive visualization of complex datasets is explained. The object movement from start to destination position is implemented as sequence of sub-movements with particular increments of path. Visualization engine combines script and object to final result and the output is a scene with rotating object in real-time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During recent years scripting languages gained importance in areas of computer graphics and other IT systems. [1][2][3][4]. Scripting languages usually belong into group of interpreted languages. Main difference to compiled type of languages such as C++, C# or others is that script is mostly executed from source code. Sometimes scripting languages are executed from pre-compiled code. This compiled code is called byte-code. Script is compiled to byte-code by interpreter. From history point of view script language was developed in 1960s. Since that year script continued to improve and expand into many programs and forms of scripting languages. The most widespread script languages found application within computer graphics. As of today there are many kinds of scripting languages as for example RUBY [5], PYTHON [6] or LUA [7]. It is possible to program or control computer graphics or virtual-reality applications on higher level using scripting language. Following chapters of this paper focus on RUBY scripting language and implementation of real-time geometric transformations using this language.

2. GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS

The standard set of linear geometric transformations consists of translation, scaling and rotation [8]. General geometric transformation of object O to destination object O’ in a space (virtual world) is depicted in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 General geometric transformation](image1)

Object rotates around a center of rotation. Situation in 3D space is a bit more complex (see Fig. 2). 3D object rotates around a line (e.g. p). Simpler case is when line is one of coordinate system’s axis. Then it is possible to use one of transformation matrices directly (Rx, Ry or Rz depend on which one is aligned with rotation axis, (1)). However general 3D rotation requires multiple steps to be performed. First is to move (translate) the virtual world (scene, space) to align line p through the origin. Next step aligns line p with one of coordinate system axis (using Euler’s angles). Then rotation around appropriate axis is applied. Last step represents all inverse alignment transformations applied to get rotated object back into its original position.

![Fig. 2 Object rotation in 3D space](image2)

\[
\begin{align*}
R_x &= \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos\alpha & -\sin\alpha & 0 \\
0 & \sin\alpha & \cos\alpha & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \\
R_y &= \begin{bmatrix} \cos\beta & 0 & \sin\beta & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
-\sin\beta & 0 & \cos\beta & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \\
R_z &= \begin{bmatrix} \cos\gamma & -\sin\gamma & 0 & 0 \\
\sin\gamma & \cos\gamma & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \\
T &= \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & p_x \\
0 & 1 & 0 & p_y \\
0 & 0 & 1 & p_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\] (1)
Generic geometric transformation is then performed as follows. First multiplication between base translation matrix \( T \) and rotation matrix \( R \) is performed (\( X \)-axes matrix \( R_X \) is multiplied by \( Y \)-axes \( R_Y \) and by \( Z \)-axes \( R_Z \)).

Once we have all four matrices multiplied we get transformation matrix as result. If we now multiply vector that defines point in space by such transformation matrix we get new transformed point coordinates as result. In principle we get new position. When performing matrix multiplications it is important to keep order from left to right. Also it is important to first perform translation and only after that rotation of point. Scaling is needed to have complete set of geometric transformations. Scaling is the process to enlarge or reduce object. Transformation matrix that we got in previous steps (that allows us to perform translation and rotation) needs to be then multiplied by scaling matrix

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
S_x & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & S_y & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & S_z & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

where \( S_x, S_y, S_z \) are factors of scaling.

These matrix can be also transformed to some formulas. Full transformation is called sometimes transformation of world \((W\) transformation matrix). In simple formula it is defined as:

\[
W(\text{world}) = T \times R \times S
\]

(3)

After substitutions

\[
W = \begin{bmatrix}
S_x \cos \beta \cos \gamma - S_x \sin \beta \sin \gamma & -S_x \cos \beta \sin \gamma + S_x \sin \beta \cos \gamma & 0 & S_x \\
S_y \sin \alpha \sin \gamma + S_Y \cos \alpha \sin \gamma - S_y \sin \alpha \cos \gamma & S_y \cos \alpha \sin \gamma + S_y \sin \alpha \cos \gamma & 0 & S_y \\
S_z \sin \alpha \cos \gamma + S_z \cos \alpha \cos \gamma & S_z \cos \alpha \cos \gamma - S_z \sin \alpha \sin \gamma & 0 & S_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

This matrix is used for one-step basic transformation of each object in virtual world.

3. VISUALIZATION ENGINE AND RUBY

As we had already mentioned RUBY belongs into family of script languages [5]. Its name is derived from ruby crystal. RUBY is programming language with focus on simplicity and productivity. It has an elegant syntax that is natural to read and easy to write. History of RUBY is dated to year 1993. In that year Yukihiro Matsumoto present this simple scripting language. Interpreter of RUBY is written in C language.

RUBY script described in this paper is implemented as part of visualization engine (transformation module) developed at author’s department [9][10][14]. This visualization engine represents execution environment used especially for visualization scripts programmed in RUBY language. Visualization engine uses objects exported from modelling programs e.g. Sketchup [11] (Sketchup supported RUBY scripting language too). Objects exported from Sketchup are exported in .obj file extension and must be converted into .bin file extensions by convertor (Visualization engine doesn’t support .obj file extension, only .bin file extension yet). Visualization engine then renders these objects and RUBY script is used to perform task. Script provides transformations of objects in scene including camera. Visualization engine consists of two parts. First part of engine consists of libraries, batch files and control center. Second part contains renderer window where scene is rendered. The objects are here and they move as in movie such as people walk and cars are move on the road. Here are two ways to move objects in scene. First simple one moves camera around objects and second more difficult one uses script to script objects and their transformations.

Visualization kernel is implemented to perform real-time visualisation in visualization engine. This kernel is based on sequential approach to process information. On the input side is virtual world (space, objects) and on output side there is rendered image on the screen. Between these two stages there are multiple stages that process and transform input information to final image. The main design idea of graphical system implementation is to minimize the time used by each stage for real time system. In multiprocessor systems it is possible to execute certain stages in parallel, which is real speedup [10]. The rendering pipeline of visualization kernel is divided into three stages:

1. virtual world model traversal,
2. polygon processing and
3. pixel processing (rendering).

World model traversal is typically done on a host CPU and there is a problem if the traversal is unable to keep graphics pipeline full. Polygon processing including vertex transformations and lighting is sometimes done on host CPU, but sometimes by more specialized transformation engines. Polygon performance is often measured to a simple number of triangles per second. Pixel processing including depth buffer testing, antialiasing, transparency blending and texturing typically involves intensive memory access. Pixel performance is often measured in millions of pixels per second. The rendering optimization tasks can be divided into two categories, those which can be done as a preprocessing stage and those which must be done at run-time because of dynamic changes in world model. Real-time visualisation approach values time aspect above rendering quality. The block diagram of implemented visualization kernel is depicted in Fig. 3.
4. TRANSFORMATION IMPLEMENTATION

Geometric transformations described in chapter 2 are used commonly in computer graphics systems. Their implementation is easy and lot of graphics engines/libraries provides these transformations as internal functions. When these functions are applied to virtual objects in graphics systems then the result is displayed in real time (using hardware acceleration). But only final result is displayed and not whole process of transformation. In first step user can to see initial state of virtual world and in next step (next visualization frame) he can to see destination state without dynamics (e.g. only frame 1 and 6 in Fig. 5).

The implementation of dynamics is nontrivial process. The minimal implementation supports uniform linear or rotating movement. The movement from start to destination position is implemented as sequence of sub-movements with particular increments (steps) of path (see Fig. 4). The increment size depends on desired movement speed and rendering performance (possible frame per second, respectively $\text{FRAMETIME}$ in following code). The basic implementation of rotation transformation as a uniform rotating movement is depicted in following code.

```plaintext
Rotation(object,x,y,z,speed=1)
pdx = (object.ox - x).abs;
pdy = (object.oy - y).abs;
pdz = (object.oz - z).abs;
if(pdx<=0.001 && pdy<=0.001 && pdz<=0.001) then return true end

dirx = 1.0; diry = 1.0; dirz = 1.0;
dx = x - object.ox;  dy = y - object.oy;  dz = z - object.oz;
if(dx<0.0) then dirx = -1.0 end
if(dy<0.0) then diry = -1.0 end
if(dz<0.0) then dirz = -1.0 end

deltax = speed * dirx * $\text{FRAMETIME}$;
delty = speed * diry * $\text{FRAMETIME}$;
deltaz = speed * dirz * $\text{FRAMETIME}$;

max = dx.abs;
if(dy.abs > max) then max = dy.abs end
if(dz.abs > max) then max = dz.abs end

if(max == dx.abs) then
delay = deltax * (dx.abs/dx.abs);
delay = deltax * (dx.abs/dx.abs);
elseif(max == dy.abs) then
delay = deltaz * (dx.abs/dx.abs);
delay = deltaz * (dx.abs/dx.abs);
elseif(max == dz.abs) then
delay = deltax * (dx.abs/dx.abs);
delay = deltax * (dx.abs/dx.abs);
end

object.ox = object.ox + deltax;
object.oy = object.oy + delty;
object.oz = object.oz + deltaz;
if(dirx<0.0) then
  if(object.ox <= x) then object.ox = x end
else
  if(object.ox >= x) then object.ox = x end
end
if(diry<0.0) then
  if(object.oy <= y) then object.oy = y end
else
  if(object.oy >= y) then object.oy = y end
end
if(dirz<0.0) then
  if(object.oz <= z) then object.oz = z end
else
  if(object.oz >= z) then object.oz = z end
end
pdx = (object.ox - x).abs;
pdy = (object.oy - y).abs;
pdz = (object.oz - z).abs;
if(pdx<=0.001 && pdy<=0.001 && pdz<=0.001) then return true end
else return false end
```

![Fig. 4] Splitting of rotation to sub-rotation

In first step are computed an gle increments in all axes. The methods .ox, .oy, .oz of object object are internal geometric rotation transformations. Next step represents the test of minimal increment size. In the next part is computed rotation direction and step size for every axis. Then whole sub-rotation is implemented and last part

![Fig. 5] Example: the phases of object rotation
contains test of destination position. Visualization engine executes this script in loop. Examples of some frames of rotation are depicted in Fig. 5.

5. CONCLUSIONS

VR system for immersive visualization of complex datasets was developed at DCI FEI TU Košice [10][14]. This system is still under development (4.-th generation) and has these main features: hierarchical graph scene representation, support main 3D models formats, support script controlling (Ruby, Python), visualization engine with multi-screen and cluster support. Our VR system can be used like information or training immersive interactive system. This system presupposes use of GPGPU technology mainly for visualization.

In future we plan to use and develop more transformations in our VR system. Use of automatic generates input described in [12] can increase flexibility and range of usability of this system for next experimental work. We also intend to utilize formal methods suitable for design of time-critical systems, such as Time-basic Nets [13] during the development of algorithms and optimization of process distribution [15][16]. GPGPU technology will be used mainly for real-time visualization and for augmented reality applications.
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